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Foreword
Pascale Moreau – UNHCR Regional  
Refugee Coordinator and Director for Europe

The war on Ukraine has uprooted people and 
wrought hardship, separation and suffering 
on millions of households on an epic, historic 
scale. Social theorists have long noted that 
disasters have a paradoxical tendency to bring 
out the best in humanity, providing ‘a glimpse 
of who else we ourselves may be and what else 
our society could become.’1 The range of topics 
covered in this special edition on Ukraine 
attest to how much has been accomplished – 
but also to the challenges that lie ahead. 

The European Union’s decision to trigger 
the Temporary Protection Directive (TPD) for 
the first time created a common legal basis 
for refugees to access protection, enjoy rights 
immediately upon arrival and be included 
in host communities. The Directive has dem-
onstrated that swift and effective access to 
international protection and other rights is 
possible in large-scale influxes, particularly if 
the will to make crucial investments exists. 

States in Europe and beyond have demon-
strated that they have the tools, capacities and 
‘space’ to protect and include refugees, and 
to manage large-scale population movements 
effectively. To varying degrees, refugees have 
accessed services and national social safety 
nets, entered the workforce, become self-
reliant, and contributed to the social fabric of 
host communities quickly and productively, 
albeit with variations across host countries. 
The political will and commitment shown by 
European states and regional institutions has 
been matched in the response of municipal 
authorities and civil society. 

Within Ukraine, the inter-agency, multi-part-
ner response under the leadership of the UN 
Humanitarian Coordinator provides lifesav-
ing assistance to millions of families impacted 
by fighting, often in high-risk, dangerous loca-
tions, particularly among the networks of local 
organisations serving communities on the 
frontlines of the conflict. In neighbouring host 
states, the Refugee Coordination Model has 
facilitated a collaborative response, with local 
authorities and civil societies often at the fore. 

In terms of challenges, the risks of trafficking 
and potential sexual exploitation and abuse 
continue; prevention of these must remain 
a key shared priority. For the vast majority 
of refugees and internally displaced people, 
daily life remains challenging and the trauma 
of being uprooted from homes and communi-
ties and separated from loved ones is real. As 
return may not be imminent, humanitarian 
actors, host States and communities have to 
plan for the medium and long-term, including 
what protection arrangements will follow the 
expiry of the TPD in 2024. 

The response to the forced displacement 
of millions of Ukrainians is often described 
as exceptional. But the pattern of displace-
ment, and what Europe has done in response, 
is the norm in many parts of the world. 
Neighbouring states generously host some 
70% of the world’s refugees, with 75% hosted in 
low and middle income countries. The factors 
that stand out in the response to the Ukraine 
war are the mobilisation of sustained political 
will and substantial resources, innovative pro-
tection tools and technology, rapid response 
mechanisms such as cash-based interventions, 
the engagement of the private sector, the role 
of local leadership and the robust inclusion of 
refugees in national systems. 

As the number of the world’s forcibly dis-
placed people continues to climb, we should 
consider how the lessons of the Ukraine 
response might influence future reforms and 
possibilities for all asylum seekers and refu-
gees in Europe and beyond. 

1. Solnit, Rebecca (2009) A Paradise Built in Hell: The Extraordinary 
Communities That Arise in Disaster

Ukrainian youth and war: how to turn fears into 
strengths?
Mariia Didenko

Youth in Ukraine are supporting each other and their communities. Their experiences offer 
insights and coping strategies for all those dealing with the challenges of war.1

I work with Ukrainian youth, support-
ing their projects and creating safe spaces 
for them during the war. I too am a young 
Ukrainian, and was internally displaced 
by Russian attacks in the Kyiv region. 
During the first months after the invasion in 
February 2022, shock and uncertainty froze 
people’s minds but there was one thing that 
gradually provided some relief – communica-
tion. I am involved in the Ukrainian-Danish 
Youth House, a platform for exchanging 
culture, knowledge and ideas between young 
Ukrainians and Danes in order to support 
participation and democratic engagement. 

One of the reasons why Ukrainian culture 
is so rich is that historically Ukrainian territo-
ries were under the control of several different 
States. This introduced many influences that 
mixed with traditional customs. Having 
survived years of Soviet repression of intel-
ligence, propaganda and exploitation of our 
traditional culture, and having finally gained 
independence in 1991, Ukrainians are in a 
state of inner reflection about their national 
identity. The war which started in 2014 sharp-
ened our perception of our national values, 
and the full-scale invasion in 2022 challenged 
them. Now, although some people are living 
in safety where they have always lived,  mil-
lions have fled to other countries, some are 
living in frontline cities, over one million are 
in temporarily occupied territories, many are 
internally displaced and many have lost their 
homes and belongings.

Learning from our experiences of war
In September 2022 the Ukrainian-Danish 
Youth House2 organised a panel discussion 
at the annual Opinion festival.3 This annual 
event provides a platform for discussing 
important social issues; this year, because 
the usual host city of Severodonetsk is 

temporarily occupied, the festival was held 
in Dnipro, in person and online. 

We chose the topic ‘Youth and war: how to 
turn fears into strengths?’. We wanted young 
people to share their different experiences, 
so we invited a human rights activist (whose 
apartment in Kyiv had been destroyed by 
Russian missiles); a director of the All-
Ukrainian Youth Center, who coordinates 
volunteering through local youth centres 
in different regions of Ukraine; a student, 
who co-founded Kyiv Humanitarian Shtab 
(a centre which provides food, hygiene 
materials and other necessities) and opened 
a youth-friendly co-working space; an artist 
and art researcher, who continues to organ-
ise cultural events and art exhibitions; and 
a student from Kherson region, who fled to 
Denmark and now works with the Danish 
Youth Council to spread information about 
Ukrainian culture and war. We were inter-
ested in hearing young Ukrainians’ personal 
stories and were looking in particular for 
coping mechanisms, changes in life strate-
gies and thoughts that give strength. Here 
are some of the themes that emerged from 
the discussion.

Youth are a force for change: Fresh ideas are 
introduced and implemented by young crea-
tive minds. The volunteering movement which 
plays a significant role in war and resistance 
is also youth-driven. Youth centres became 
a meeting point for those who are willing to 
help and soon developed into humanitarian 
hubs. There is a strong belief in society now 
that everyone can contribute to victory even 
by doing small things. This benefits young 
people, who are sometimes portrayed by 
older generations as naive or inexperienced. 
Now with their skills, knowledge of digital 
technologies, languages and creativity they 

In Poland, a UNHCR protection monitor assesses the needs of 
refugees from Ukraine. Credit: UNHCR/Anna Liminowicz 
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